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ROAD RUNNING/TRAINING & GYM
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o Superior cushioning and support for the heavier runner or someone needing 
a more cushioned ride over longer distances.

o Subtle curve and balance of the springy mid sole and cushioning distribution 
that supports natural stride and ground-strike, creates a smoother transition 
from heel to toe that feels energetic and responsive. 

o Responsive cushioning adds foot and joint protection for injury prevention 
and comfort on long runs.

o Light, streamlined and breathable mesh upper and silk-feel, textured inners 
for comfort, airflow and even pressure-distribution.

o TPR outer-sole for grip and anti-wear on tar and pavement.

o Weighs: 260g / Drop: 10mm.

                  Sizes available: EU 35 to 38 / UK & SA 3 to 5. 

Black & Orange 

R499.00 

SWIFT (YOUTH)

ROAD RUNNING 
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o An ultra comfortable, easy to wear shoe that holds you steady in the mid-
foot, ankle and back of heel, but allows your feet to flex naturally and your 
toes to move as you run. 

o With a light, supportive build, neutral balance and springy feel, the Bounce 
is the perfect multi-purpose shoe for just about any build or running style. 

o Pod cushioning inner-sole for comfort and arch support and bouncy phylon 
mid-sole that is soft, but never spongy.

o Silk-feel, textured inners for comfort, airflow and even-pressure distribution, 
and TPR outer-sole for grip and anti-wear on tar and pavement.

o Quick-drying, light and breathable multi-material upper.

                  Sizes available: EU 35 to 38 / UK & SA 3 to 5.
 

BOUNCE (YOUTH)

ROAD RUNNING/TRAINING 

& GYM 

Teal & White 

           R499.00 



LADIES 

ROAD RUNNING/TRAINING/GYM & TRAIL 
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o An ultra comfortable, easy to wear shoe that holds you steady in the 
mid-foot, ankle and back of heel, but allows your feet to flex 
naturally and your toes to move as you run and will take you from 5 
kms to 21 kms with ease and style.

o With a light, supportive build, neutral balance and springy feel, the 
Bounce is the perfect multi-purpose shoe for just about any build or 
running style. 

o Pod cushioning inner-sole for comfort and arch support and bouncy 
phylon mid-sole that is soft, but never spongy.

o Silk-feel, textured inners for comfort, airflow and even-pressure 
distribution, and TPR outer-sole for grip and anti-wear on tar and 
pavement.

o Quick-drying, light and breathable multi-material upper.

              Sizes available EU 35 to 41 / UK & SA 3 to 8

BOUNCE (LADIES) 

ROAD RUNNING 

     Sky & Salmon  

              R599.00 
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o The new and improved Bounce has just landed on the main stage and was 
created to offer the everyday runner an amazing, comfortable, technical and 
affordable shoe, ready for any marathon.

o Made from a combination of light and supportive technical materials, the 
lightweight, high-performance Bounce 2 is built for supreme comfort and 
speed and will support you in the right places while you tackle the road 
ahead.

o The phylon mid-sole is softened to add the extra memory cushioning without 
sacrificing any support and the new durable rubber outsole will also give you 
those extra miles.

o The firm and breathable upper will give your foot the support it needs while 
the cushioned and responsive phylon mid-sole gives you the return on strike.

o Now, tried and tested by runners in the Two Oceans Ultra Marathon as well as 
the half marathon. 

                 Sizes available EU 35 to 41 / UK & SA 3 to 8

BOUNCE 2 (LADIES) 

ROAD RUNNING 

    Orange & White 

             R599.00 
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o The new and improved Bounce has just landed on the main stage and was 
created to offer the everyday runner an amazing, comfortable, technical and 
affordable shoe, ready for any marathon.

o Made from a combination of light and supportive technical materials, the 
lightweight, high-performance Bounce 2 is built for supreme comfort and 
speed and will support you in the right places while you tackle the road 
ahead.

o The phylon mid-sole is softened to add the extra memory cushioning without 
sacrificing any support and the new durable rubber outsole will also give you 
those extra miles.

o The firm and breathable upper will give your foot the support it needs while 
the cushioned and responsive phylon mid-sole gives you the return on strike.

o Now, tried and tested by runners in the Two Oceans Ultra Marathon as well 
      as the half marathon. 

                Sizes available EU 35 to 41 / UK & SA 3 to 8

BOUNCE 2 (LADIES)

ROAD RUNNING 

Lilac & White 

R899.00
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BOUNCE 2 (LADIES)

ROAD RUNNING 

           Sky Blue 

R899.00

o The new and improved Bounce has just landed on the main stage and was 
created to offer the everyday runner an amazing, comfortable, technical and 
affordable shoe, ready for any marathon.

o Made from a combination of light and supportive technical materials, the 
lightweight, high-performance Bounce 2 is built for supreme comfort and 
speed and will support you in the right places while you tackle the road 
ahead.

o The phylon mid-sole is softened to add the extra memory cushioning without 
sacrificing any support and the new durable rubber outsole will also give you 
those extra miles.

o The firm and breathable upper will give your foot the support it needs while 
the cushioned and responsive phylon mid-sole gives you the return on strike.

o Now, tried and tested by runners in the Two Oceans Ultra Marathon as well 
      as the half marathon. 

                   Sizes available EU 35 to 41 / UK & SA 3 to 8
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o Ultra-light, sleek and stylish, the Icarus feels energetic, weightless 
and agile and is designed for interval sessions, cardio workouts, 
gym and short to mid distance fast runs.

o Ultra-light and very responsive mid-soles and the high density 
multi-directional mesh ankle support you, to reduce sideways 
ankle flexion.

o Pod cushioning inner-sole for comfort and arch support and an 
agile phylon mid-sole that feels energetic and responsive.

o Soft-feel, textured inners for comfort, airflow and even-pressure 
distribution and TPR sole for grip and anti-wear.

o Quick drying, light and breathable mesh upper.

                Sizes available EU 36 to 41 / UK & SA 4 to 8

ICARUS (LADIES)

ROAD RUNNING

TRAINING & GYM 
        Black & White 

                R599.00 
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o The Medallion is a versatile training and running shoe, designed to provide a 
combination of cushioning, stability, support and durability to adapt to various 
training activities and running surfaces.

o This top end shoe offers adequate cushioning to absorb impact and protect your 
joints, with a responsive Afri-foam mid-sole that provides a balance between 
cushioning and energy return to enhance comfort and reduce fatigue during mid 
to longer runs or intense training sessions.

o A supportive arch design is incorporated to help maintain proper foot alignment 
and reduce the risk of excessive rolling or twisting.

o The Medallion materials can withstand regular wear and tear with their 
reinforced overlays and sturdy outsoles. 

o The breathable upper, is made of a lightweight mesh material that allows air 
circulation, keeping your feet cool and dry.

                       Sizes available EU 33 to 41 / UK & SA 3 to 8

MEDALLION (LADIES) 

ROAD RUNNING

TRAINING & GYM 

White & Gold  

           R899.00
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o The Medallion is a versatile training and running shoe, designed to provide a 
combination of cushioning, stability, support and durability to adapt to various 
training activities and running surfaces.

o This top end shoe offers adequate cushioning to absorb impact and protect 
your joints, with a responsive Afri-foam mid-sole that provides a balance 
between cushioning and energy return to enhance comfort and reduce fatigue 
during mid to longer runs or intense training sessions.

o A supportive arch design is incorporated to help maintain proper foot 
alignment and reduce the risk of excessive rolling or twisting.

o The Medallion materials can withstand regular wear and tear with their 
reinforced overlays and sturdy outsoles. 

o The breathable upper, is made of a lightweight mesh material that allows air 
circulation, keeping your feet cool and dry.

    Sizes available EU 33 to 41 / UK & SA 3 to 8

MEDALLION (LADIES) 

ROAD RUNNING

TRAINING & GYM 

    Sky & White 

             R899.00 
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o The Trim is our perfect Ladies training shoe, when it comes to hitting the gym 
or embarking on a new fitness journey. 

o Engineered specifically to provide optimal cushioning and support to withstand 
the rigors of various workouts, from high-intensity interval training to 
weightlifting. 

o Incorporating padded insoles, breathable materials and a responsive midsole 
ensures a comfortable experience, during long hours at the gym. 

o Designed to be versatile and provide the right amount of traction to prevent 
slipping, they offer the necessary flexibility and stability to allow you to 
transition seamlessly from one activity to another, whether participating in a 
group fitness class, hitting the treadmill, or engaging in circuit training. 

o Built with a Synthetic Mesh Upper; Supportive lacing system; Well cushioned 
phylon mid-sole; Durable high-traction outer-sole and Cushioned inner-sole.

                                   Sizes available EU 35 to 41 / UK & SA 3 to 8

TRIM (LADIES) 

ROAD RUNNING

TRAINING & GYM 
Pink & White  

           R799.00 
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o Unleashing the Wild.

o Trail running is an exhilarating outdoor activity that takes athletes off 
the beaten path and into the heart of nature.

o It requires agility, endurance and the right gear to conquer rugged 
terrain and unpredictable conditions.

o When it comes to trail running shoes, performance is paramount and 
the Olympic Outback Trail shoes are specifically designed to provide 
excellent grip on varied surfaces, such as muddy trails, loose gravel, 
rocky terrain and steep ascents/descents.

            Sizes available EU 35 to 41 / UK & SA 3 to 8

OUTBACK TRAIL (LADIES)  

TRAIL RUNNING 

    Pink & Grey  

               R899.00
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o Unleashing the Wild.

o Trail running is an exhilarating outdoor activity that takes athletes off 
the beaten path and into the heart of nature.

o It requires agility, endurance and the right gear to conquer rugged 
terrain and unpredictable conditions.

o When it comes to trail running shoes, performance is paramount and 
the Olympic Outback Trail shoes are specifically designed to provide 
excellent grip on varied surfaces, such as muddy trails, loose gravel, 
rocky terrain and steep ascents/descents.

           Sizes available EU 35 to 41 / UK & SA 3 to 8

OUTBACK TRAIL (LADIES)  

TRAIL RUNNING 

   Jade & Grey   

                R899.00 
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o The Race 2 was designed for the trail runner who needs a fast race 
shoe that holds its line when you need support mostly on the 
greenbelt, but can also hold its own on more technical trails as well. 

o This multi-tasking trail shoe feels like a trail/road racer that went 
4×4. 

o The breathable upper and TPU bracing cradles the foot and offers 
support when you need it  most on the trails.

o It incorporates a Breathable upper mesh; Pod cushioning inner-sole; 
Phylon mid-sole and Sure-Grip TPR outer-sole.

             Sizes available EU 35 to 39 / UK & SA 3 to 6

RACE 2 (LADIES)   

TRAIL RUNNING 

         Blue & Red   

               R599.00 



MENS 

ROAD RUNNING/TRAINING/GYM & TRAIL 

17
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o The Bounce is all you need for a good cushioned ride over 21 kms.

o This ultra-comfortable shoe, with a sleek aesthetic design, is ideal for 
anyone who wants to increase their distance with ease and style, in a 
well-balanced cushioned shoe that reduces injury risk.

o It incorporates a quick-drying, light and breathable multi-material 
upper; Pod cushioning inner-sole for comfort and arch support; 
Bouncy Phylon mid-sole that is soft but never spongy; Silk-feel, 
textured inners for comfort, airflow and even pressure-distribution 
and a TPR outer-sole for grip and anti-wear on tar and pavement.

o It has a balanced design suited to almost any build or running style 
and is easy-to-wear, with an ultra-comfortable fit.

o It weighs 240g and has a drop of 8mm.

   Sizes available EU 41.5 to 46 / UK & SA 8 to 11.

BOUNCE (MENS)

ROAD RUNNING 

Blue & White 

R599.00
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o The Bounce is all you need for a good cushioned ride over 21 kms.

o This ultra-comfortable shoe, with a sleek aesthetic design, is ideal 
for anyone who wants to increase their distance with ease and style, 
in a well-balanced cushioned shoe that reduces injury risk.

o It incorporates a quick-drying, light and breathable multi-material 
upper, pod cushioning inner-sole for comfort and arch support, 
a bouncy phylon mid-sole that is soft but never spongy, a silk-
feel, textured inner for comfort, airflow and even pressure-
distribution and a TPR outer-sole for grip and anti-wear on tar and 
pavement.

o It has a balanced design suited to almost any build or running 
style and is easy-to-wear, with an ultra-comfortable fit.

o It weighs 240g and has a drop of 8mm.

 Sizes available EU 41.5 to 46 / UK & SA 8 to 11.

BOUNCE 2 (MENS)

ROAD RUNNING 

Royal / Navy & Yellow 

R699.00 
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o The new and improved Bounce has just landed on the main stage and was 
created to offer the everyday runner an amazing, comfortable, technical and 
affordable shoe, ready for any marathon.

o Made from a combination of light and supportive technical materials, the 
lightweight, high-performance Bounce 2 is built for supreme comfort and 
speed and will support you in the right places while you tackle the road ahead.

o The phylon mid-sole is softened to add the extra memory cushioning without 
sacrificing any support and the new durable rubber outsole will also give you 
those extra miles.

o The firm and breathable upper will give your foot the support it needs while 
the cushioned and responsive phylon mid-sole gives you the return on strike.

o Now, tried and tested by runners in the Two Oceans Ultra Marathon as well 
      as the half marathon. 

                      Sizes available EU 39 to 47 / UK & SA 6 to 12.. 

BOUNCE 2 (MENS)

ROAD RUNNING 

Blue 

R899.00 
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o The new and improved Bounce has just landed on the main stage and was 
created to offer the everyday runner an amazing, comfortable, technical and 
affordable shoe, ready for any marathon.

o Made from a combination of light and supportive technical materials, the 
lightweight, high-performance Bounce 2 is built for supreme comfort and 
speed and will support you in the right places while you tackle the road ahead.

o The phylon mid-sole is softened to add the extra memory cushioning without 
sacrificing any support and the new durable rubber outsole will also give you 
those extra miles.

o The firm and breathable upper will give your foot the support it needs while 
the cushioned and responsive phylon mid-sole gives you the return on strike.

o Now, tried and tested by runners in the Two Oceans Ultra Marathon as well 
      as the half marathon. 

                      Sizes available EU 39 to 47 / UK & SA 6 to 12..

BOUNCE 2 (MENS)

ROAD RUNNING 

Orange / Yellow & Black 

R899.00 
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o The Swift is the perfect blend of soft and light, offering both speed and
protective cushioning for runners wanting to increase their training load and
distance. With their streamlined and ultra-light design, the Swifts responsive
mid-soles give them all the springiness you want from a road shoe on tempo
days, but with more cushioning for comfort over long distances.

o The Swift’s added sole cushioning is distributed consciously to help support a
natural stride and healthy ground-strike, and while you’ll notice the smooth
ride and added comfort, you won’t find them spongy or soft. Their superior
cushioning offers support for the heavier runner or someone needing a more
cushioned ride over the longer distances and their springy and balanced mid-
soles with subtle curve, creates a smoother transition from heel to toe.

o Incorporates streamlined and breathable mesh upper, cushioning distribution
that supports natural stride and ground-strike, silk-feel textured inners for
comfort, airflow and even pressure-distribution, TPR outer-sole for grip and
anti-wear on tar and pavement and responsive cushioning adds foot and
joint protection for injury prevention and comfort on long runs.

o Weight: 260g/Drop: 10mm.

  Sizes available EU 39 to 46 / UK & SA 6 to 11.

SWIFT (MENS)   

ROAD RUNNING 

Charcoal / Yellow & Orange 

  R799.00 
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o The Swift is the perfect blend of soft and light, offering both speed and
protective cushioning for runners wanting to increase their training load and
distance. With their streamlined and ultra-light design, the Swifts responsive
midsoles give them all the springiness you want from a road shoe on tempo
days, but with more cushioning for comfort over long distances.

o The Swift’s added sole cushioning is distributed consciously to help support a
natural stride and healthy ground-strike, and while you’ll notice the smooth
ride and added comfort, you won’t find them spongy or soft. Their superior
cushioning offers support for the heavier runner or someone needing a more
cushioned ride over the longer distances and their springy and balanced mid-
soles with subtle curve, creates a smoother transition from heel to toe.

o Incorporates streamlined and breathable mesh upper; Cushioning distribution
that supports natural stride and ground-strike, Silk-feel, textured inners for
comfort, airflow and even pressure-distribution, TPR outer-sole for grip and
anti-wear on tar and pavement, responsive cushioning adds foot and joint
protection for injury prevention and comfort on long runs.

o Weight: 260g/Drop: 10mm.

  Sizes available EU 39 to 46 / UK & SA 6 to 11.

SWIFT (MENS)   

ROAD RUNNING 

  Navy & Red 

  R799.00
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o Ultra-light, sleek and stylish, the Icarus feels energetic, weightless 
and agile and is designed for interval sessions, cardio workouts, 
gym and short to mid-distance fast runs.

o Ultra-light and very responsive mid-soles and the high density 
multi-directional mesh ankle support you, to reduce sideways ankle 
flexion.

o Pod cushioning inner-sole for comfort and arch support and an 
agile phylon mid-sole that feels energetic and responsive.

o Soft-feel, textured inners for comfort, airflow and even-pressure 
distribution and TPR sole for grip and anti-wear.

o Quick drying, light and breathable mesh upper.

           Sizes available EU 39 to 46 / UK & SA 6 to 11.

ICARUS (MENS)

ROAD RUNNING

TRAINING & GYM 
    Black & White  

               R599.00
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o The Medallion is a versatile training and running shoe, designed to 
provide a combination of cushioning, stability, support and durability to 
adapt to various training activities and running surfaces.

o This top end shoe offers adequate cushioning to absorb impact and 
protect your joints, with a responsive Afri-foam mid-sole that provides a 
balance between cushioning and energy return to enhance comfort and 
reduce fatigue during mid to longer runs or intense training sessions.

o A supportive arch design is incorporated to help maintain proper foot 
alignment and reduce the risk of excessive rolling or twisting.

o The Medallion materials can withstand regular wear and tear with their 
reinforced overlays and sturdy outsoles. 

o The breathable upper, is made of a lightweight mesh material that allows 
air circulation, keeping your feet cool and dry.

                  Sizes available EU 39 to 46 / UK & SA 6 to 11.

MEDALLION (MENS) 

ROAD RUNNING

TRAINING & GYM 
    Black & Gold  

                R899.00
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o The new Champ range is ultra-durable and built to last and will 
go that extra mile and beyond. 

o The Champ offers more lightweight cushioning, reducing 
ground strike impact and giving an energetic and springy ride.

o The Champ’s are fast, light and incredibly comfortable on many 
different trail types, making them ideal for runners whose 
regular trail routes serve up a mixed bag of surfaces and 
terrain.

o Their tough trail-ready design gives you extra grip and agility 
through the twists and steep descents, while their comfortable 
build allows you to tackle the trails at pace. 

o Best for multi-terrain, light to medium trail with technical 
sections. 

           Sizes available EU 39 to 46 / UK & SA 6 to 11.

CHAMP (MENS)

TRAIL RUNNING 

Black & Red 

                R699.00
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o The new Champ range is ultra-durable and built to last and will 
go that extra mile and beyond. 

o The Champ offers more lightweight cushioning, reducing 
ground strike impact and giving an energetic and springy ride.

o The Champ’s are fast, light and incredibly comfortable on many 
different trail types, making them ideal for runners whose 
regular trail routes serve up a mixed bag of surfaces and 
terrain.

o Their tough trail-ready design gives you extra grip and agility 
through the twists and steep descents, while their comfortable 
build allows you to tackle the trails at pace. 

o Best for multi-terrain, light to medium trail with technical 
sections. 

          Sizes available EU 39 to 46 / UK & SA 6 to 11. 

CHAMP (MENS)

TRAIL RUNNING 

Black & White 

            R699.00 
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o The striking Race 4 is the very latest in our popular Race range, designed to 
feel like the 4×4 version of your favourite road racing shoes. 

o The Race 4’s are fast, light and incredibly comfortable on many different 
trail types, making them ideal for runners whose regular trail routes serve 
up a mixed bag of surfaces and terrain.

o The Race 4 offers more lightweight cushioning, reducing strike impact and 
giving an energetic and springy ride. Their tough trail-ready design gives you 
extra grip and agility through the twists and steep descents, while their 
comfortable build allows you to tackle the trails at pace. 

o The high density multi-directional mesh upper provides mid foot and ankle 
support that reduces sideways ankle flexion, and means you’ll always feel 
one with the shoe.

o The Race range is ultra-durable and built to last, so while these shoes are 
ideal for racing they’ll feel just as good on your long runs and training days 
and will go that extra mile and beyond.  

                 Sizes available EU 40 to 46 / UK & SA 7 to 11.

RACE 4 (MENS)   

TRAIL RUNNING 

 Navy & Royal   

           R599.00 
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